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Sustainable Business Drives Resilience & Essential Resources

Addressable Market

Relevance

Turning challenges into opportunities

Resilient challenges throughout

$12 trillion

2030

Target timeframe for UN SDG’s

yearly business value for sustainable
economic systems alone by 2030

Investors

Consumers

Employees

Demand genuine action
towards a better future

Shift to more sustainable
products and services

Focus career choices on
responsible employers

76%

42%

15%

growth in ESG* in Investments
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of consumers walk away from the brand in
frustration. One in five (21 percent) never come
back

of Fortune 1000 employees satisfied with employer
action on environmental impact.
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“The Intelligent Enterprise is more resilient
because it is both profitable and sustainable.
They complement - don’t contradict”

Intelligent Sustainable Enterprises builds value in new ways

Enabling Thrust
trough
Responsible
Business

Growing the topline
with
Climate positive
services and products

Transforming the
business model to
Circular
Economy

SAP’s purpose is to help the world run better and improve people’s lives

Sustainability
Creating Positive Economic, Environmental and Social Impact
within Planetary Boundaries

Enabler

Exemplar

Providing products and services
that meet the sustainability challenges
and opportunities of our customers

Leading by example in our own
sustainable business operations
and practices

Holistic Steering and Reporting
Climate
Action

Circular
Economy

Equality
for All

Skilled, Healthy
and Inclusive
Workforce

Ethical business practices
UN Sustainable Development Goals as common global framework

SAP can directly or indirectly impact progress on all 17 UN SDGs

Social and
Inclusive
Entrepreneurship

Purpose and Sustainability at SAP – Our Focus Areas and Selected Initiatives
SAP’s purpose is to help the world run better and improve people’s lives
Holistic Steering and Reporting
Integrating economic, environmental and social performance to drive better business decisions

§
§
Take Climate
Action

Value Balancing Alliance
Integrated Reporting

Foster Equality
for All

Build a Skilled, Healthy,
and Inclusive Workforce

Taking action to combat climate Managing limited resources
change and its impacts and
productively to lead the
reducing our environmental
transition to a circular economy
footprint

Committed to diversity and
inclusion and both internally
and externally promote
business beyond bias

§

§
§

Ensuring that everyone has the
skills to thrive in a digital world.
Fostering a workplace culture
that supports people’s health
and well-being

Offering programs that range
from inspiring early stage
innovation to scaling mature
social enterprises

§

§

§
§

Enable Circular
Economy

Climate 21 - S/4HANA for a
Low Carbon Planet
Carbon Neutrality by 2025

§
§

Plastics Cloud & Zero Waste
Phase out single-use Plastics
by 2020

Equality for All
Diversity & Inclusion

§

Environmental Management
System at 55 sites

Learning for Life and
Programs for Digital Skills
Mental Health and WellBeing

Promote Social and
Inclusive
Entrepreneurship

Inclusive and Social
Entrepreneurship
(including 1 Billion Lives)

Ethical business practices
Respecting and promoting human rights and safeguarding responsible business practices along the value chain

§
§
§

Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact
Respecting Human Rights
AI Ethics Principles

§
§

Ethical Sourcing
Environment, Health and Safety
§ Enabler § Exemplar
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Environmental Sustainability at SAP
Strategic Objectives
§ Carbon Neutral by 2023: Achieve a net-zero carbon footprint of SAP’s
operations by 2023 (avoid, reduce, compensate approach)
§ Business Ambition for 1.5°C: Committed science-based target to limit
global temperature rise to 1.5 degrees
§ Zero Waste: Phase out single-use plastics

Key Initiatives
§ Green cloud: 100% renewable electricity for all data center
and facilities globally since 2014
§ E-cars: 33% e-cars in global car fleet by 2025 (~10.000 cars)
§ Business flights: Internal carbon price for business flights
to offset related carbon emissions
§ Offsets: From our strategic investment in the Livelihoods Carbon Funds
§ Environmental Management System: All SAP-owned facilities ISO 14001
certified by 2025
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SAP’s Performance
in External ESG Ratings
#1 in the Software Industry
74/100
Industry average: 21/100
A Rating
Industry average: D
Top 2% - Gold Rating
70/100
Industry average: 44/100
ESG Leader
Software & Services Industry
(AAA-rating)
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Enabling the Purpose-driven intelligent Enterprise
Integrate sustainability data to business processes across all industries and
across all value chains to drive performance, new products, new markets

If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it
William Thomson, Lord Kelvin

Sustainability is core to SAP’s strategy and vision of the Intelligent Enterprise

BUSINESS NETWORK

ACROSS ALL FUNCTIONS

Business Process Intelligence
EXPERIENCE MANAGEMENT
INTELLIGENT SUITE

INDUSTRY CLOUD

SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM
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SAP Enabler Strategy for the Sustainable Business
Take Climate Action

Enable Circular Economy

Foster Equality for All

Design to Operate
Lead to Cash
Source to Pay
Record to Report

Climate and Natural
Capital Accounting
Build true cost values into end to end
management of enterprises and across
business networks
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Resource Productivity,
Tracking and Reuse
Building resilience and circularity
principles into supply chain, material
flows, markets and resource
consumption

Protecting People
Communities & Societies
Ensuring continuous improvement in
safe equitable and compliant
businesses, within the company and
across the value chain

Next-Gen Sustainability
Performance Management
Mapping operational data to show impact
with holistic sustainability reporting
enabling sustainable business steering
and decisions
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Climate and Natural Capital Accounting
Climate 21 Vision - CO2 Transparency end-to-end
Enterprise

Business Operations

Consumers

Safeguard the license to operate
by making business models,
product portfolio, and operations
resilient to carbon regulation.

Track and optimize the
carbon footprint of products
and services from cradle to
gate.

Empower consumers to make
responsible buying decisions with
carbon footprint information about
products and services.
CO2 Pilot

580g

CO2 Pilot
122g

Logistics

180g

Facilities
Products
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700g

450g
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Join us and act now!
April 28–29, 2021
The current decade of action calls all of us to step up and play an active part in shaping a sustainable future – one in which environment,
economy and society can equally thrive.
At the SAP Sustainability Summit, we will showcase how to jointly build a sustainable future for industry, together with customers and
partners.
WHO?
SAP’s customers and partners, press, analysts and thought leaders who are either
decision makers or influencers around the topic of sustainability. This includes but is
not limited to:
• Decision Makers: CXO – Chief Financial Officers, Chief Sustainability Officers, Chief
Technology / Information Officers, Chief Supply Chain Officers, Chief Operating Officers,
Chief Digital Officers
• Decision Influencers from Business Solution Areas (e.g. IT, Finance, Purchasing, Sales)
WHY?

Find out more

•
•
•
•
•

Understand how enterprise software can enable a sustainable future.
Learn how to transform your business into an intelligent, sustainable enterprise.
Experience solutions to address specific sustainability challenges and opportunities.
Take part in discussions with sustainability experts and technology leaders.
Make an impact for a sustainable tomorrow!

WHERE?

Web

Email
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Broadcast live from our event studio to a virtual event platform, to connect a global audience.
There is no attendance fee but registration is required.

Content centered around your
sustainability ambitions with a
focus across Holistic Steering
and Reporting:

Day 1
April 28
Climate Action
Contribute to a zero carbon
economy, by reducing your
environmental footprint.

Day 2
April 29
Circular Economy
Take action towards a circular
economy, by managing your
limited resources productively.

Additional Resources

SAP Integrated Report
www.sapintegratedreport.com

SAP Purpose
www.sap.com/purpose

Sustainability and Climate 21 Community

UN Global Goals - Interactive Web Book

https://community.sap.com/topics/climate21
https://community.sap.com/topics/sustainability

www.sap.com/unglobalgoals
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OpenSAP course: Business Success with
Climate Action

“

“To change something, build a new model that
makes the existing model obsolete.”
R. Buckminster Fuller

